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About This Game

Fly through your asteroid filled music library. Play the same music track in different ways with your own custom settings. The
power to experience your music depending on your mood.

Features

Very easy to play - You can only move left or right, that's it. Quick setting buttons to help you setup your song.

Replay Value - Settings let you play each of your songs in multiple ways. Faster or slower. More or less asteroids, lanes
and wormholes.

Play to relax - Enable invulnerability mode and just enjoy your music without getting smashed to pieces.

Need a challenge - Try to finish your favourite song with the maximum asteroids count, minimum lanes and a high
intensity(speed).

Power over your music - Enable advanced mode and experiment with different settings. Find the best setup and save the
settings for next time.
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This an early acess game, but the devs are too lazy to update. No update for the year I've had it, as far as I know.. This was legit
the best experience I've had in 2018. I don't know if it was because I was going through some difficult times, but this game
spoke hard to me, and I'm glad it did, because it's beautiful. Seriously, just buy it. It's incredible.. A solid arcade driving game
which features mainly off-road races with a
sense of speed and a good variety of competitions, vehicles and tracks. All in all, Gravel is Steam's Burnout remastered.. I liked
it and enjoyed it. There are points in the game where you have to follow the plot line, At the beginning of the game you have
options to fast travel. I suggest you dont as you need experience and salvage. If you dont get those things you cannot progress.
There are "gear" check spots in the game and if your mothership, pilots and fighters are not up to it you cannot progress. When
given the option to hire mercs to get the mercenary mothership take it. Its a cheap investment but you must have the cash. I only
used quick travel once I had over a million credits and even then not always.. DarkEnd.
Did it look good?
Yes.

Was it good?
No.

The game has a decent story, albeit cliche. World been destroyed. Noted. That's it for story, basically.

The game has very tradition RPGMaker gameplay. Which is horrendously outdated. I love Final Fantasy titles with a burning
passion, but I cannot play this game to save my life. It's so dull.

Is the game challenging? Yes. Too much so in fact. It makes the game unplayable with how difficult it is.

I played about 30 mins and can say without a doubt, I regret this purhase completely. If you want a good RPG with better story
and much more doable, go play Legionwood, which is free.. She can walk on water.

Not only that, but she also seriously powers up when even on a tile adjacent to water (Superstrong + Regenerate + Double
Speed), and can generate puddles with some of her danmaku that also count as water and power her up, and... you get the idea.

Besides being completely overpowered in that regard, her Jump attack is pretty cool.

Edit: She also randomly curses enemies when they attack her, giving them a status ailment.
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Whats here so far is great ! You really cant understand just how massive the Hindenberg was until you stand next to it and walk
through it. The interiors of the Airship appear to be directly modeled and textured from actual photos of the ship and are all
easily accessable via varous methods.

For a one man team it is amazing to see how much has already been put in and I'd say at this point its at about 90% complete
from what I expect to see in the finished product.

This project is one of the first in what I hope is a long line of educational experiences in VR. The value of supporting projects
like this cannot be understated. I can't wait to see how the crash scene works out.

Where I'd like to see improvement if possible is some of the textures since they are apparently taken from original images can
be a bit blurry. I am just learning the ins and outs of 3d modeling and I don't know much about creating textures so I don't know
how easy it would be to fix this but It is noticeable. Other than that I've noticed the RC Blimp is kind of hard to control but that
may just be my lack of practice.

Overall I would highly suggest this as a purchase for anyone interested in History and anyone wanting to support the creation of
future projects like this. The success of these first few educational projects may have a big impact on whether or not we see
more of these in the future.. I played the 'revised' path and it's one of my favorite free experiences in VR.. Poorly exsplained
thats why I cant reccomend this.It has potential but some of the key elements are not exsplained.
I dont mind learning on my own but you cant learn something that the developers had in their hed.. My Grandfather smoked his
whole life. I was about 10 years old when my mother said to him, "if you ever want to see your grandchildren graduate, you have
to stop immediately.". Tears welled up in his eyes when he realized what exactly was at stake. He gave it up immediately. Three
years later he died of lung cancer. It was really sad and destroyed me. My mother said to me - "Don't ever smoke. Please don't
put your family through what your Grandfather put us through." I agreed. At 17, I have never touched a cigarette. I must say, I
feel a very slight sense of regret for never having done it, because this game gave me cancer anyways.. Best Game I ever play..
Worst ♥♥♥♥ing game ever. Didnt give a tutorial of any sort.

^
Who am i kidding im just raging.
still it didnt give a tutorial and im getting♥♥♥♥♥♥♥by space monsters
Not bad if i can understand it though
3.5 stars
4 if I get a tutorial. i like it add more feature like the abilty to do surgery on friend and more famouse people the guyes that
created this be as creative as you want and keep making new idea for surgeon simulator as you can think outside the box for new
idea for the increditble game and i mabe show it on youtube but i would like an opinion on it that you would add oculus to be no
need for motion controllers just exbox 360 controller you knoe because i dont have mothion controller but anywat it amazing in
vr. i love fireworks and i really enjoyed this game. If i save a custom effect it glitches once in a while but i don't have problems
with that because the next time i press save it does work. What i really dislike is that it won't show the effect of the high
mortarshells anymore. I tried reïnstalling 3 times but that still doesn't work. You can see the shell going off because of the glow
on the landscape. I tried different resolutions and qualitysettings. (ps my PC runs ARMA3 on ultra settings so it's strong enought
for a fireworksim...). Gameplay is awesome and i love tha fact that you can upload your own music. I only recommend games
that are properly fixed so a no for me (when the game is stable i will recommend it).. This game was hyped like crazy by a
gaming blog I followed a few months back. I thought I'd give it a shot, but it turns out it's a simple, pretty boring take on a
pseudo-snake game, where you simply use WASD to mow strands in a line. If you turn the difficulty up enough, a dog will
impede your progress only because you run him over and splatter blood everywhere, hindering your vision to see where to mow
next.

It's not fun, the formula is boring and in just 10 minutes I encountered all the enemies through the harder difficulties and felt
unchallenged and unsatisfied. I'm overall pretty angry at how hyped this game got, there's just nothing to it. This is something I'd
expect to see included in a crappy Bundle Stars $1 bundle, not $10 retail.
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